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“SELF ANALYSIS and SELF CONFIDENCE are the only elements which lead us from 

ROAD to the ROTATING CHAIR”. 

  The field of Computer Science and Engineering studies the design, analysis, 

implementation and application of computation and computer technology. Computing plays an 

important role in virtually all fields, including science and medicine, music and art, business, 

law, and human communication; hence the study of Computer Science and Engineering can be 

interdisciplinary in nature. 

   To introduce a lot of things about Computer sciences to the second year students, Focus 

team, this time came out with a session to inculcate a clear idea about the future in computer 

sciences and the advancements in the branch in the recent days. The session started with an 

introduction by Ms.V.Mounika Rani (12003354) about the significance in implementing 

practicality through project based labs in the curriculum of students, here at KLUniversity. She 

also stated that students should be exposed to work on the projects to a greater extent thus 

building new softwares etc. by giving the upmost importance to research oriented studies as that 

would result in innovations helpful to the mankind.Then, a prayer song was sung by Pravallika 

(12003433) and J.Sai Suma (12005062) which was followed by a presentation by 

‘Dr.M.R.Narasinga Rao’ which was an informative one and where the students were stuck to 

the stage as it was a very interesting one where some general areas students wouldn’t be taught 

about mostly where stressed like that of. “How to present & write a research paper and 

details of upcoming softwares and their applications” were revealed. The presenter also 

detailed about what computer science is all about and its extending influence in today’s working 

world. Some areas relating to computer sciences where the scope of research is to the fullest as 

those arenas would bring a major change in the internet world in the days to come, were also 

touched, so that the students would take an advantage of the session and drive fast in their areas 

of interest associated to computers.  

Next, a presentation was given by Mr.M.Sandilya (12003318) about Focus team and it’s 

intentions in conducting the events for the benefit of the students of CSE department. He spoke 

about the aim of the team and it’s co-ordination to bring up different events that are beneficial 

and would promote the ideas of students for their bright future. Last, but not the least, a brief 

introduction about SAMYAK’15 was given by T.Pravallika (12003433) emphasizing the 

technical events of CSE and she also described about various events of the upcoming 

SAMYAK, encouraging students to be an active part of it. The Teaser of SAMYAK was also 

played at the end to grab the attention of students motivating them to be part of national level 

Techno Management fest of their own university witnessing the spectacle shortly and thus, was 

the session Concluded.   


